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About This Game

Contract is a side-scrolling shooter in which you must shoot, hack and massacre your way past armed guards, security systems
and other challenges in order to reach your targets. You play as a man, blackmailed into the art of assassination by the

kidnappers of his brother.

In order to get to your targets you must fight your way through mountains of private security and hungry dogs, find security
pannels to hack locked doors and make your way to your unwitting targets. Upgrade your gear with the money you gain from

your contracts to ensure you always stay on top of the increasingly difficult tasks as you progress through the game.

Main Features

Shoot your way through different types of enemies

Unravel the truth about the kidnapping of your brother through 20 missions

Gain the upper hand over your enemies by upgrading your weaponry as well as your clothing

Hack security pannels in order to open locked doors powered by security grids

Skip through the story by mashing ENTER
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Full disclosure i played the beta but DID buy the full game myself.
This game is a great game with a simple premise that provides a great challenge. in the same vain as games like n++ Ra2 is
deffiatly a fun game with plenty of challges and some brutal levels(at least in the beta there was some brutal levels, i'm still early
on in full release).

I'd consider this a stripped down beautifully simple platform game with a unique control method that changes (goes from pull to
push) regularly enough to keep you on your tooes.

This is great if you want a challenging game but also if you want to distract yourself for a few mins at a time. most levels are
short but there are so many you'll have many hours of fun.

At the price set this game, in my opinion, is a steal and is most deffinatly worth buying to have loaded for whenever you are in
the mood or simply need to ocuply 10 mins where loading a normal game would take that long just to get into the game (be
aware of the time as you can easily loose yourself in it).

In case you havn't worked out this is a great game and well worth buying.. I like the music in this pack but the beatmaps aren't
anywhere near as good as the ones in the main game (including the extras and most recently released ones) so it's a bit
disappointing. And since the beatmaps aren't up to scratch, you may as well just play Beatsaver tracks instead.. I'm finding it
very hard to find Mac users on Napoleon Total war online; this games needs to have Mac and PC play!

The battles are very real time and stunning

4.1/5. Did you watch the film Dunkirk and think Tom Hardy should have been shot down? Good news - you have the
opportunity in this DLC. The initial invasion of France mission involved a secondary goal of shooting down a Spitfire.

This DLC is just plain fun. Get some Stukas and BF109s and have at it from the skies while your tanks zoom around various
locations in Europe. The missions bounce around geographically, which is great as you fight basically every nation involved in
WWII. There's no end to the fun. Ride the train from Bergen to Oslo, just like on Netflix's Slow TV program! Save the Italians
from themselves! Remind the Greeks they're Slavs! Apologize to your Polish relatives as you gleefully take Warsaw!

Also, there's an armored train, which is as hilarious of a concept as it is fun. Choo choo, mother \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ers.

10\/10. Well this is a bit of a strange one.Started playing with a fleet of Ruski Warships that I have got to say aren't quite as
pretty as Fall of the Samurai's rather splendid ships.Or as easy to control either.Or setup..Anyway sailed along through the Black
Sea and there was no sign of those perfidious Brits. Got a bit bored and wandered of to make a cup of tea and get a bite to eat
and when I returned there were sinking and burning Royal Navy ships everywhere...Now clearly my tactics of leaving the ships
be and wandering off to rustle up a feed and a cuppa is the best way to play this rather odd little game. As a screen saver it does
earn a thumbs up from me.... This game is absolutely stunning. The game is smooth, the marching Music is amazing. And last
but not least, the Line battles are the set to watch.. As expected, CC16 is exactly the same as year before and before that, with
nothing but an update to the player database - though even that feels poorly researched. To ask \u00a315-20 for what amounts to
a patch to a previous game feels disingenuous to this series' fans. Even months before 2017 is released, the game only reduces to
\u00a39.99.

As someone who has played since CC05, I have noted with a great deal of disappointment how little these games have moved on
from year to year. The developers look to quantity (adding new competitions and teams) rather quality (creating a discreeter
game with more longevity), and in doing so ignore much of the feedback from their fans - who offer such in goodwill and hope
that the next year will be the year Cricket Captain finally pulls itself together.

Each year we are promised a better engine that will offer more realistic scenarios, especially in one day and T20 modes, but this
has never really come to fruition. Rather, one day games become steadily harder and more tedious to play and T20 is often
unplayable. Instead of a better game we are given "better" graphics in highlights - which most people skip - though the differene
from edition to edition is so minimal.
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While we all understand that this game is developed by a small team, Childish Things are wasting a lot of goodwill that their
fans are granting them. Rather than taking two years to genuinely overhaul the game and create an enjoyable and diverse
experience - which no one would truly complain about - they throw out the same thing over and over, year after year and are
verging on taking advantage of their fans.

A major problem is the lack of competition. But for Cricket Coach, Cricket Captain hasn't seen any competition for years and
as such knows that cricket fans, especially those that wish for a management style game, will have no choice but to buy their
products. As such a long time consumer, it is so disappointing to see what could be an excellent and innovative series fall to
laziness.. shockingly poor historically and game mechanisms about as realistic as drughts or chequers would be. It has a lot of
promise and was actually fun for the first 20 minutes. If you'll forgive the obvious pun it's way too BUGGY.

When I exit the game it doesn't actually exit, and even though the window closes I can still hear the game running in the
background. Something is messed up here... to even write a review I had to launch the game, kill it with Task Manager or it
wouldn't recognize my play time so I could even review... BIZARRE

To play with maximum efficiency, you need to use Mouse control, but unfortunately the mouse "skips" around randomly which
can suddenly put your ship directly on an enemy, killing you.

I have a feeling that even if the bugs were not present, I probably wouldn't last more than an hour before uninstalling. The RNG
variance is crazy where you can get 10 powerups falling in a huge clump, and other times no powerups for the whole level. One
of those amateur developer mistakes.

If you can get it for 75% off you could try it, but it isn't the kind of game that is going to give you much. I really think you
should avoid it as it's just a bit too amateur and too buggy.

(Played on a newer machine with updated Windows 10 fresh install, all drivers updated, etc. I don't have these problems with
any other game)

EDIT: I'm going back to idle for cards but my TOTAL PLAYTIME before I got annoyed with it was 28 minutes.. Very fun
game with a nice retro art style and soundtrack. Interesting puzzles/plaforming/story, however, it is very short. It will only take
you about 1 or 2 hours to play through and there is no replayablility. I only have as many hours as I do because Im 1 of 4 people
who speedrun this game. As I said, its a fun, quick play but it feels a little too short for it to be worth $5. If you arent worried
about streching every dollar for the most hours of gameplay then I highly recomend it.
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Would be a good game if it wasn't for the bugs.. amazing MMORPG, one of the best I've ever played.

pour some liquor for my nibba Louisoix. they said it was short it was but it was a good game gg (worth it when on sale ).
unfinished left game. if a videogame ever arose from satan's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, this would be that
game.. DAS GEISTERSCHIFF is an engrossing distillation of early first person games, inspired by 1987 Japanese PC game
CARMINE. Killer ambiance. Tightly wound exploration and combat system load your every action with RPG-lite context.. The
hell even is a Benbo?. This is handy for when you do a NG+ run and don't want to waste time grinding, but I'd recommend you
don't use this during your first ever playthrough :3
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